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Distributed Source CodingAcademic Press, 2009

	Everything a signal and image processing engineer needs to know about distributed source coding - theorems, practical algorithms for design and the latest applications.

	

	The advent of wireless sensor technology and ad-hoc networks has made DSC a major field of interest. Edited and written by the leading players in the field,...
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The Best of 2600: A Hacker OdysseyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The hacker subculture — shrouded in mystery, spiced with a hint of glamour, and thoroughly misunderstood by those who don't belong — was revealed in the original edition of The Best of 2600: A Hacker Odyssey. The book became an instant bestseller. If you're a 2600 subscriber, a member of the hacker community, a geek freak, or simply a...
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Networking and Online Games: Understanding and Engineering Multiplayer Internet GamesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Networking and Online Games concisely draws together and illustrates the overlapping and interacting technical concerns of these sectors. The text explains the principles behind modern multiplayer communication systems and the techniques underlying contemporary networked games. The traffic patterns that modern games impose on networks, and...
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Inferno Programming with LimboJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Inferno Programming with Limbo is the first complete developer’s guide to programming for the Inferno operating system. Developed at Lucent's Bell Labs, Inferno enables cross-platform, portable, distributed application development that is well suited for networked applications on resource constrained, embedded systems. Limbo is its...
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Statistics II for Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2009
So you’ve gone through some of the basics of statistics. Means, medians, and standard deviations all ring a bell. You know about surveys and experiments and the basic ideas of correlation and simple regression. You’ve studied probability, margin of error, and a few hypothesis tests and confidence intervals. Are you ready to load your...
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IP Multicast with Applications to IPTV and Mobile DVB-HJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Get a clear picture of IP Multicast applications for delivering commercial high-quality video services

This book provides a concise guide to current IP Multicast technology and its applications, with a focus on IP-based Television (IPTV) and Digital Video Broadcast-Handheld (DVB-H) applications—areas of tremendous commercial...
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Quantum Enigma: Physics Encounters ConsciousnessOxford University Press, 2006
The most successful theory in all of science--and the basis of one third of our economy--says the strangest things about the world and about us. Can you believe that physical reality is created by our observation of it? Physicists were forced to this conclusion, the quantum enigma, by what they observed in their laboratories.
  
Trying to...
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Voice over IP FundamentalsCisco Press, 2000
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter, latency,...
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Work Naked: Eight Essential Principles for Peak Performance in the Virtual WorkplaceJossey-Bass, 2001
"Enlightening, enjoyable, and extremely practical, Work Naked offers real clarity about what is wrong with the way most companies work, plus exact directions on how to fix each and every office foolishness. Do what Froggatt says and watch your employee productivity rise."  --Scott Shuster, Business Week   "High-tech tools (cell...
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Designing Cisco Network Service Architectures (ARCH) (Authorized Self-Study Guide) (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2009
Designing Cisco Network Service Architectures (ARCH), Second Edition, is a Cisco®-authorized, self-paced learning tool for CCDP® foundation learning. This book provides you with knowledge of the latest developments in network design and technologies, including network infrastructure, intelligent network services, and converged...
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Broadband Circuits for Optical Fiber CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An expert guide to the new and emerging field of broadband circuits for optical fiber communication
This exciting publication makes it easy for readers to enter into and deepen their knowledge of the new and emerging field of broadband circuits for optical fiber communication. The author's selection and organization of material have been...
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Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, 3rd Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
In this new edition of their classic and bestselling textbook, authors Larry Peterson and Bruce Davie continue to emphasize why networks work the way they do. Their "system approach" treats the network as a system composed of interrelated building blocks (as opposed to strict layers), giving students and professionals the best possible...
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